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Founded in 2012, Papilon Savunma is Turkey’s first biometric technology 
company. We started our journey as a startup focusing on public security, 
criminal investigation, citizen services, migration management. In a matter of 
eight years, Papilon expanded it wings, increased its experience and became 
one of the key actors in the tech environment of Turkey. Thanks to the expo-
nential growth it exhibited in production capacity and work force, today, 
Papilon works on standard-defying R&D projects in areas ranging from artifi-
cial intelligence, machine learning, robotics, augmented and extended reality 
to computer vision, cloud technologies, and data mining. Among Papilon’s 
active projects to give the world state-of-the-art devices and applications, 
there are AI-based person and object recognition, smart security services, 
and multimedia processing systems. Now a global firm with wide internatio-
nal reach, Papilon tunes in with the world to determine the needs of public 
and private enterprises on a wide, international spectrum and expands its 
product portfolio. This sets Papilon on the road to become one of the leading 
technology companies not only of Turkey but of the world, and promises 
groundbreaking innovations to all parties interested.

We create sustainable values   by implementing our high quality and distinctive techno-
logies. We define our mission as increasing the welfare level of the geographies we touch, 
increasing the efficiency of bureaucratic, judicial and civil processes and creating value.

with science, hope and spirit of share...



Criminals hide in details. However, many details and pieces of 
evidence left in crime scenes could not be detected with bare eyes, 
under ordinary lighting. With this awareness, Papilon produced devi-
ces that could allow the crime scene experts to examine and pho-
tograph pieces of evidence under special lighting. Thanks to Papi-
lon’s criminal examination solutions, details that could not be emp-
hasized or observed with fingerprint dust and tape could be studies 
thoroughly.

PAPILON
Criminal Analysis
Hardware

PAPILON ExpertLab
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PAPILON FOSKO

Criminal Evidence Analysis Kit

Criminal Evidence Photographing Kit



Until recently, many cases that could be solved in a matter of days 
remained unsolved due to lack of competent technology. Manual 
analysis of the evidence collected from crime scenes relied on nothing 
other than the precision of human senses which are prone to be 
misled especially about cold cases. Papilon’s criminal analysis tools, 
expert knowledge, experience and human senses get paired up with 
superior technology to solve criminal cases.

To end up this blurry period of crime-solving, Papilon Criminal Soluti-
ons is with you. Our solutions bring together humanized cognitive 
ability with the power of technology. Our solutions complete and 
enhance corrupted and low-quality evidence automatically as soon as 
it is defined. But, these features are not limited to these issues. The 
technology we produce lets law enforcement get rapid and accurate 
results, in case of banknote fraud. On the other hand, our systems can 
enter evidence data to the server, and also can do search queries in 
this information.
 
Our system makes an evidence list in the search query, from highly-com-
patible to lower ones that are taken on the crime scene. Our solutions 
are designed to have a new outlook on an unsolved case to help law 
enforcement, and also it meets the needs in making analysis.

PAPILON
Criminal Analysis
Software

PAPILON RASTR

PAPILON BLIP

Criminal Evidence Processing and Restoration Software

Money Counterfeiting and Document Forgery 
Detection Software
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PAPILON FOSKO
Criminal Evidence Photographing Kit



ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR EVIDENCE 
EXTRACTION

In traditional crime scene investigati-
ons, fingerprint dust and tapes are 
used to accentuate the prints and other 
bodily traces left at the scene. Howe-
ver, the use of these aids are not 
always the best course of actions since 
taking prints from dough and other 
moldable surfaces such as clay and 
gum is extremely hard. The sticky 
nature of the tape lowers the chances 
of extraction and the dust does not 
provide the best results on moldable 
surfaces. With FOSKO, traces left on 
hard surfaces can be sent to the cent-
ral dataset, without extraction, to be 
investigated by forensic experts.

FOSKO is an evidence photographing kit designed to be used in crime scenes 
for documenting the evidence collected instantaneously. At crime scenes, 
taking the evidence – especially prints- from surfaces with tapes and fingerp-
rint dust costs time and may cause deterioration in delicate pieces. By enab-
ling the evidence to be documented on the spot, FOSKO both prevents such 
risks and speeds the investigation. FOSKO’s lighting equipment ensures that 
the details that are hard to catch with human eye are accentuated to aid the 
investigators. With FOSKO, investigators can have a thorough and full sense 
of every evidence discovered. Empowered with the FOSKO insight, they can 
quickly and accurately solve cases.

FOSKO
Criminal Evidence 
Photographing Kit

Scan me
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WIRELESS CONNECTION & 3G OPTIONS

The evidence collected with FOSKO can 
be sent to the central APFIS via wireless 
connection and 3G. This saves conside-
rable time to the investigators, and 
allows forensic expert to work on 
multiple cases simultaneously.

WHITE LIGHTING

FOSKO’s white lighting provides the ideal conditions for the examination of 
the evidence extracted from surfaces with an extraction tape.

FOSKO’s different light options provi-
de different conditions and allow the 
professionals to choose the best 
representation of the evidence.

These are the resultant photographs taken 
with the PAPILON-FOSKO
1) Fingerprint left in plasticine                
2) Fingerprint after it was developed with 
luminescent powder   
3) Fingerprint left on a mirror

FOUR DIFFERENT LIGHTING OPTIONS

With FOSKO, evidences key for the 
success of an investigation are protec-
ted from deterioration due to extraction 
from challenging surfaces or waiting 
time that could cause an evidence to 
lose its full form. With traditional 
methods, evidence extraction from 

sticky and moist surfaces may require the investigators to wait for the surface to 
dry. With FOSKO, any minute that could be used on solving the case is saved. Using 
FOSKO crime scene experts could document the evidence with all its peculiarities 
even with the most challenging surfaces. No wait time, no extraction, the FOSKO 
difference.

CHALLENGING SURFACES
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimentions (W x D x H)   100 x 65 x 135 mm
Translucent platform (W x D x H)  190 x 115 x 25 mm
Total Weight      0.98 kg
Operational area    56 x 56 mm

ADVANTAGES

Integratable to APFIS
Wireless data transfer to APFIS
Four different modes
Fast digitization & secure data storage
Embedded battery & wireless use
Automatic focusing thanks to the integrated professional camera
Digitization of crime scene prints and pieces of evidence
User-friendly
Light and portable
Integratable to professional cameras

How Does FOSKO Work?

FOSKO comprises of a translucent platform with white lighting, a lightbox with 
four different lighting options, and a professional camera. White lighting 
emphasizes the details of evidences taken with tapes and compensates for the 
possible thinning on the edges and lines due to removal from the surface. 
Ultraviolet and yellow lighting options can be applied directly or indirectly to the 
evidence to reveal the full shape and details of especially small pieces. By the 
use of different lighting equipment and angles, the evidence is photographed 
under ideal conditions to lead the investigators to the soundest conclusions.   

Where to Use FOSKO?

You can use FOSKO in every crime scene setting to guide you on your search for 
the truth.

When Will You Use FOSKO?

You will need FOSKO when you want to document evidence left on challenging 
surfaces, when you abandon the traditional ways and leave tape and dust 
behind, and when you want to examine delicate evidence on the surface, 
without risking its entirety by using extraction methods.

Who Can Use FOSKO?

The use of FOSKO does not require professional photography training. 
Following a short tutorial, any crime scene investigator can document 
evidence using FOSKO.
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PAPILON EXPERTLAB
Criminal Evidence Analysis Kit



ExpertLab is an evidence analysis kit designed to ease the burden of 
criminal laboratorians. It consists of a stable stand and various aparats 
encircling it.

EXPERTLAB
Criminal Evidence Analysis Kit

VARIOUS LIGHTING OPTIONS

In addition to ultraviolet and infrared 
lights, ExpertLab offers spotlight and 
fill-in light options.

ExpertLab can be used with long-dis-
tance cameras to photograph pieces of 
evidence in their entirety and similar 
camera equipment depending on the 
purpose of the operator.

FLEXIBLE USE

Dark-field box. 
Before the sample is illuminated with fill-in light

After the sample is illuminated with fill-in light
covered with slit shades

Scan me
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INVESTIGATIONS MADE EASIER & 
FASTER

ExpertLab reveals the details that 
could not be seen with bare eyes and 
eases the burden of criminal investiga-
tors. Thanks to ExpertLab, invisible 
details become leads that help solving 
cases.

ADVANTAGES

Direct, reverse, and indirect lighting options to allow the inspection of objects 
under different lighting conditions.

Opaque background to prevent the intervention of daylight and shadows.

Infrared and UV lighting options to emphasize subtle details.

Creates ideal conditions to unravel small bending under force, damages made 
by intentional impact to contaminate evidence such as carving, tubbing, wiping and 
to uncover pieces of evidence such as prints and handwriting.

Produces quality photographs to unearth key details in evidence.

Photographs objects under infrared nad UV lights.

Footprint image captured using the translucent platform

Dark-field illumination of undeveloped 
latent using the dark-field box

Dark-field imaging of a dust track

Indented writing  restoration
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Camera height adjustment (min – max)    00-950 mm
Power          220 Volt
Number of controlled power outlets    4
Number of additional outlets (uncontrolled)   1
Power consumption (max)      90 Watt  
Object holder range       0.38 mm
Maximum diameter of bottle-like objects   110 mm
Maximum length of bottle-like objects    320 mm
Dimensions        600х630х1065 mm
Weight (max)        27 kg

COMPONENTS

Stand        1
Fill-in lighter with detachable slit shade  2
Object holder      1
Translucent platform     1
Dark-field box       1
Spotlight       1
IR emitter       1
UV source UVL–23R     1
Small object and ruler holder   1
Bottle holder with accessories    1
Dimmer       1
Set of scales      1
Metal ruler       1
Power supply unit      1

To use ExpertLab, the evidence is 
placed on the stable stand or is 
placed in the middle of the module 
with the help of holders. Then, the 
evidence is studied under direct, 
reverse, or indirect ultraviolet and 
infrared lights coming from the 
module’s lighting equipment. The 
stable examination platform is 
translucent and has white lighting. 
That way, the evidence can also be 
studied only with white or near 
natural, densified light that comes 
from the platform. Thanks to the 
opaque background of the exami-
nation box, objects can be photog-
raphed shadow-free.  To ensure 
that the objects are placed to 
ensure ideal angle and shadow 
minimization, ExpertLab’s stand is 
divided into square centimeters.

Optionally, PAPILON ExpertLab can come with
PAPILON TVC–9.1 USB camera with 
    integrated IR filter
PAPILON RASTR software
Trinocular microscope

TVC 9.1 USB
ExpertLab is equipped with TVC 9.1 short distance camarea. Thanks to TVC 9.1 
even microscobic pieces of evidence can be photographed and examined in 
detail. To ensure that the object is ideally located for photographing, the stable 
platform of ExpertLab is divided into square centimeters.

How Does ExpertLab Work?

ExpertLab is designed to prevent attempts of spoliation, and to accentuate the 
details of pieces of evidence that are spoiled due to external conditions and 
time. To use ExpertLab, the evidence is placed on the stable stand or is placed 
in the middle of the module with the help of holders. Then, the evidence is 
studied under direct, reverse, or indirect ultraviolet and infrared lights 
coming from the module’s lighting equipment. The stable examination 
platform is translucent and has white lighting. That way, the evidence can also 
be studied only with white or near natural, densified light that comes from the 
platform. Thanks to the opaque background of the examination box, objects 
can be photographed shadow-free.  To ensure that the objects are placed to 
ensure ideal angle and shadow minimization, ExpertLab’s stand is divided into 
square centimeters.

Where to Use ExpertLab?

ExpertLab is used by law enforcement units and military forces to examine 
evidence collected from crime scenes. 

When Will You Need ExpertLab?

When you want to attend to each detail and want to miss nothing while 
working on criminal cases, ExpertLab is the device for you.

Who Can Use ExpertLab?

ExpertLab’a ideal users are criminal laboratory personnel.
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PAPILON BLIP
Software that Detects 
Money Counterfeiting and Document Forgery



RGB-CMYK CONVERSION

Paper and computer screen reflect 
light in different ways, and therefore, in 
different shades. Computer screen 
displays colors in a color system 
known as RGB whereas in print, CMYK 
color system is used. From time to 
time, this difference posed by image 
sources affect the human perception. 
BLIP converts digital color code RGB to 
the print code CMYK and makes the 
digital representation identical to the 
source document. This allows experts 
to judge the authenticity of documents 
fastly and seamlessly.

Many objects whose intended use is directly related to service and benefit are 
utilized or used as accessories in serious felonies. Document scanners and 
printers generally top the list when it comes to harmless objects that are 
used in criminal activity. Especially color printers are often used in money 
counterfeiting and ID card anf passport forgery. Papilon BLIP is a software 
that is designed to fight crimes committed using color printers, document 
scanners, and the like.

BLIP
A Papilon Software that Detects 
Money Counterfeiting and 
Document ForgeryScan me
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Image acquisition directly from scanners, digital cameras, graphics files and 
files created and stored in PAPILON RASTR databases.
The objects the system can operate with can be classified as follows:
� Test-printed pages
� Banknotes
� Any other documents
Establishing the presence or absence of the yellow dots can be a part of the 
authentication procedure showing whether the document is genuine or not.

BLIP’s Capabilities

Automatic visualization of the printer’s yellow tracking dots (by extracting the 
yellow color channel on the image)

Automatic extraction of the code pattern identifying the printer

Interactive outlining of a repeated fragment of the code pattern

Automatic search of the database for other images of banknotes and 
test-printed pages with the same code pattern

Automatic recognition of the attributes relevant to banknotes: nominal value, 
series and number

Saving images into the database together with some textual information: for 
test-printed pages – model and serial number of the printer; for banknotes – 
nominal value and number, date of withdrawal, case No, etc.

Side-by-side comparison of the images with matching code patterns to deter-
mine that two specimens were produced by the same printing device

 Transmission of matching images to PAPILON RASTR for making up an 
examination report

Export of data to other departments or agencies

Import of data from other departments or agencies

When Will You Need BLIP?

You will need BLIP when you race against time to solve a criminal case and 
serve justice, and do not want to lose time with manual coding and comparison, 
when you want to prevent illegal entries into your country, when you want to 
ensure accountability; in short, you will need BLIP anytime you confront subjects 
or situations that pose public safety risks and challenges.

RICH DATA POOL

BLIP’S dataset contains more than 
the yellow dot scans taken from 
different printers. It also includes 
banknote samples produced by central 
banks and departments of treasury 
all around the world to tackle money 
counterfeiting, and serial numbers of 
authentic banknotes. These extra 
reference points increases the relia-
bility of the system considerably.

BLIP has two inquiry modes; manual and automatic. In automatic inquiry, all 
distinctive features of a given document are run in the dataset whereas in 
manual coding, the experts mark specific parts which they desire to run for 
comparison. Manual inquiry can be used to verify the experts’ evaluations 
relying on experience, about the document or it can be used to speed the inquiry 
process further.

AUTOMATIC & MANUAL INQUIRY OPTIONS
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PAPILON RASTR
Criminal Evidence Processing 
and Restoration Software



RASTR

Scan me

Criminal Evidence Processing 
and Restoration Software

RASTR is a software that digitizes the fingerprints, palm prints, and footprints 
collected from crime scenes. RASTR is able to process and restore prints that 
are deformed or became indistinct due to attempts of spoliation or time.

RICH SET OF APPLICATIONS

RASTR has a rich set of effects and 
applications to restore the evidence. 
With RASTR, brightness, density, and 
color system can be modified. This 
feature allows the digital representati-
on of match the physical evidence.

RESCALE

RASTR allows small pieces evidence can be magnified, or 
can be scaled down to view the evidence in its entirety.

ADVANTAGES

Comparative analysis
llustration and graphics tool for expert reports
Stores the image as a separate file following each change
Abilty to process images coming from different sources and      
   created with different devices

Stores the original image and saves the image as a different  
    file following each intervention
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1-Original image
2-After adjusting the brightness and contrast, the color image has 
been converted to a grayscale one
3-Inverted image

1-A fingerprint developed with ninhydrin on 
paper tissue 
2 – latent print image after having been 
processed with the elicitation tool

1-Original image of a latent developed
on a pack of cigarettes
2-Latent print image processed with FFT

When Will You Need RASTR?

You will need RASTR when you want to solve cold cases, when you want to render 
attempts of spoliation and evidence manipulation void by improving the quality of 
deformed pieces of evidence.

Who Can Use RASTR?

Using RASTR requires expertise in crime scene investigation and evidence analysis. 
Thus, the ideal user of RASTR are crime scene and evidence analysis experts.

Image Entry

The RASTR system provides two ways of how to store images in the database:  
 Graphic file or
 Tracking
The tracking file contains also a step-by-step history of its transformation since 
the source image first appeared in the system. 
Any of the described ways of saving a processed image ensures that its original 
image remains intact being automatically stored into the database.

Image Processing

By using the powerful tools of RASTR, you can acquire excellent illustrations for 
expert reports.
� Geometrical transformations; scaling, rotating, mirroring, cropping,   
     resizing
� Image enhancement; brightness and contrast adjustment, positive-nega  
    tive inversion, intensity histogram transformation, color transformation,   
    filtering, Fast Fourier transformation (FFT)
When processing, the system lets you reverse any number of transformations 
even though performed during previous sessions.

Image Comparison

RASTR provides all the features the expert may need to compare two images. It 
virtually emulates the functions of a comparison microscope and much more.
The following are some of the capabilities and tools that are available in RASTR for 
image comparisons:
� 14 modes for comparing two images within the region of their overlapping  
     (subtraction, split addition, comparator, etc.)
� Masking with reverse transparency when superimposing two images
� Superposition of two images by characteristic points

History of Image Processing

Each, even elementary, transformation of an image is logged. The entire history of 
image processing is recorded in a tracking file. This step-by-step history is 
dedicated to establishing an unambiguous and reproducible correspondence 
between the processed and the original images.
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